In every Clifford algebra C (V , q) there is a Lipschitz monoid Lip(V , q) which in general is the multiplicative monoid (or semigroup) generated by V in C (V , q); its even and odd components are closed irreducible algebraic submanifolds. When dim(V ) 3, they are trivially the even and odd components of C (V , q). When dim(V ) 4, it is sensible to search for all linear subspaces contained in Lip(V , q) if we wish better to know the geometry of these algebraic submanifolds. All these lipschitzian subspaces are described here, and many properties are established which involve the essential concept of "adjacent lipschitzian elements". In particular there are two families of maximal lipschitzian subspaces; the regular ones have the same dimension as V , and they are in bijection with the lipschitzian lines; the singular ones (which are not adjacent to anything but 0) have dimension 4, and their study involves Vahlen matrices.
Introduction
Let V be a vector space of finite dimension n (n 1) over a field K , let q : V → K be a quadratic form, and C (V , q) the associated Clifford algebra (the algebra generated over K by all x ∈ V with the relations x 2 = q(x)). The symmetric bilinear form associated with q is denoted by b q ; thus b q (x, y) = q(x + y) − q(x) − q( y) = xy + yx for all x, y ∈ V . Since there is no hypothesis on the field K , here I cannot use the polar form (x, y) → 1 2 (q(x + y) − q(x) − q( y)) which does not exist when K is a field of characteristic 2. The here investigated properties do not require the assumption that q is nondegenerate; when q = 0, we get the neutral algebra C (V , 0) isomorphic to the exterior algebra (V ). The Lipschitz monoid Lip(V , q) is the multiplicative monoid generated in C (V , q) by these three kinds of generators:
E-mail address: Jacques.Helmstetter@ujf-grenoble.fr. If q = 0, in other words if q(x) = 0 for some x ∈ V , the generators of the first kind are superfluous because every scalar λ is the product of λx and x/q(x). If the vectors x and y span a plane that contains an invertible vector z, then 1 + xy is a product of two vectors because (1 + xy)z easily proves to be a vector. But if the plane spanned by x and y contains no invertible vector, the factorization of 1 + xy as a product of vectors is more difficult a question; in [7, §1] , and in [8, §5.7] , it is proved that this 1 + xy is a product of four vectors if one of these two assumptions is true: if there is an invertible vector orthogonal to x and y, or if q = 0 and K contains more than two scalars. Then in [7, 8] it is explained that Lip(V , q) is the monoid generated by all vectors except for these three kinds of quadratic forms:
if q = 0, we need the three kinds of generators; if K is isomorphic to Z/2Z, and if V contains a basis (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) (with n 4) such that q( i λ i e i ) = λ 1 λ 2 + λ 3 λ 4 , at least one generator like 1 + e 2 e 3 is necessary; in the nondegenerate case n = 4, the exceptional nature of this particular q was already detected by Dieudonné in [3] ;
if K ∼ = Z/2Z, and if V contains a basis (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) (with n 3) such that q( i λ i e i ) = λ 1 λ 2 , at least n − 2 generators of the third kind are necessary, for instance all 1 + e 2 e i with i 3.
The algebra C (V , q) is the direct sum of its even subalgebra C 0 (V , q) and its odd subspace C 1 (V , q) which contains V . Obviously Lip(V , q) is the union of its intersections Lip 0 (V , q) and Lip 1 (V , q) with the even and odd components of C (V , q).
The following five propositions come from [7] or [8] ; they are true even for the neutral algebra C (V , 0); but they would be false if the above definition of the Lipschitz monoid had not mentioned the three kinds of generators. When (W ,q) is an enlargement of (V , q), in other words when W contains V andq extends q, the algebra C (V , q) is systematically identified with a subalgebra of C (W ,q). When U is a subspace of V , the subalgebra generated by U (and the unit element) in C (V , q) is denoted by C (U , q) and is identified with the Clifford algebra of the restriction of q to U . When K → L is a field extension, q extends to an L-quadratic form L ⊗ q : L ⊗ V → L, and C (V , q) is identified with a K -subalgebra of When n 3, the geometry of Lip p (V , q) is trivial since it is a vector space of dimension 2 n−1 .
Proposition 1.2. When (W ,q) is an enlargement of (V ,
When n 4, it is sensible to hope that the geometry of Lip p (V , q) will be better understood if we know all the linear subspaces of C p (V , q) that it contains. I call them "lipschitzian subspaces"; the subspace {0} is not taken into consideration. Of course the maximal lipschitzian subspaces are the most interesting; here I shall prove that there are two families L n p (V , q) and L (4) p (V , q) of maximal lipschitzian subspaces when n 4. The first family exists for all n 1, its elements have dimension n, and they are always maximal when n = 3; they are not maximal when n = 3 because Lip p (V , q) is the space C p (V , q) of dimension 4. The space V is an example of an element of L n 1 (V , q), and this example corroborates this assertion:
p (V , q) exists for all n 3, its elements have dimension 4, and they are absolutely maximal because they remain maximal lipschitzian 
In other words, an element of C p (V , q) is lipschitzian if and only if it is isotropic for some hyperbolic quadratic form on C p (V , q). The totally isotropic subspaces in a hyperbolic quadratic space are well known: see for instance [1] . If this hyperbolic quadratic space has dimension 8 (like C p (V , q) when n = 4), the maximal totally isotropic subspaces have dimension 4, and they constitute two families; if two maximal totally isotropic subspaces belong to the same family, their intersection has dimension 4, 2 or 0; if they do not belong to the same family, their intersection has dimension 3 or 1; besides, every totally isotropic subspace of dimension 3 is contained in two totally isotropic subspaces of dimension 4, one in each family. Yet this classical knowledge does not yet explain us which family is
, and which is L (4) p (V , q).
The concept of "adjacency" is recalled in Section 2. When you read that a is adjacent to b, remember that a and b must be lipschitzian, and that conversely b is adjacent to a. If S is a lipschitzian subspace in C p (V , q), the subset of all elements adjacent to all elements of S is a linear subspace adj(S) contained in C 1−p (V , q), and S is said to be regular (resp. singular) if adj(S) = 0 (resp. adj(S) = 0). I shall prove that all singular lipschitzian subspaces of C p (V , q) have dimension 4; they constitute the above mentioned family L (4) 
; it is the "projective" algebraic manifold of dimension n(n − 1)/2 derived from the "homogeneous" manifold Lip p (V , q). On the other side L n p (V , q) contains maximal lipschitzian subspaces, except when n = 3, as explained above. When S belongs to L k p (V , q), the dimension of adj(S) is n if k = 1; it is 2 if k = 2; and it is 1 if k 3. Thus, when n 3, the mapping S → adj(S) determines bijections
There is also a bijection L (4) 
1−p (V , q) that involves the singular lipschitzian subspaces; it is denoted by Q → Adj(Q ), and defined by this property:
To reach all these results, I shall use the group G Lip(V * ⊕ V , q ) (defined in Section 5) which has a linear representation in the space C (V , q), and which acts transitively on the set of all nonzero lipschitzian elements. Because of this transitive action, I will begin with searching for all lipschitzian subspaces of C 0 (V , q) containing 1. When I mention an exterior algebra (S), its unit element shall always be denoted by 1, because S will often be a lipschitzian subspace containing 1, and since 1 belongs to S = 1 (S), it cannot be the unit element of (S). This problem of notation explains why I distinguish neutral Clifford algebras and exterior algebras, although they are the same algebras treated with different systems of notation. I have been interested in Lipschitz monoids for more than 30 years (see [4] [5] [6] ); when I first met them, Lipschitz's work about Clifford algebras was nearly forgotten, and I improperly called them Clifford monoids. Later the study of Vahlen matrices let other people become interested in them (see [2] , or [9, Chapter 19] , or Chapter 18 in [10] ); some of those people preferred the name "Lipschitz semi-group". Unfortunately they were not aware of the stability and invariance properties of Lipschitz monoids which I had presented beforehand, and thus I undertook the writing of [7] to prove how much easier these properties made the study of Vahlen matrices; in particular the bi-
was directly motivated by Vahlen matrices. These matrices also enabled me to discover the algebra isomorphism Ψ Q : 0 (Q ) →: 0 (Adj(Q )) which exists for every Q ∈ L (4) 
); yet it is singular because it is not related to any linear bijection Q → Adj(Q ); indeed it is related to a nondegenerate bilinear mapping ψ Q : Q × Adj(Q ) → K ; the equality ψ Q (a, b) = 0 means that a and b are adjacent.
Some parts of Sections 4 and 7 are almost digressions. Anticipating objections like "Why should we be interested in Lipschitz monoids?", they give some reasons to be interested in them. I also wish to prove the irrelevance of the traditional hypothesis of nondegeneracy in a great part of the study of Clifford algebras; many theorems involving nondegenerate quadratic forms are merely particular cases of theorems admitting arbitrary quadratic forms; and if you reply that other theorems (for instance about spinor representations) absolutely require nondegeneracy, I retort that they are particular cases of theorems involving arbitrary "graded central simple algebras with involution". In Section 4 there are orthogonal transformations (Lipschitz's initial motivation) and the group G Lip(V , q) of all invertible elements of Lip(V , q). In Section 7 there is a bijection from L 1 (V , q) onto the set of all maximal totally isotropic subspaces in a hyperbolic quadratic space of dimension 2n (namely V * ⊕ V ); it proves that the geometry of Lip(V , q) does not depend on q. This fact is also a direct consequence of the "invariance property of Lipschitz monoids".
I am sorry for merely referring to [6] [7] [8] (V , q) ; because of the invariance property these polynomials do not depend on q. This fact is already observable on the above Eq. (1.1).
Because of this property you can claim that some assertion is true for Lip(V , q) because it is true for Lip(V , 0); or you can legitimately assume that some crucial lipschitzian element is invertible.
Even adjacency has an invariance property, which Proposition 9.4 relates to the invariance property of Lipschitz monoids.
Adjacency
I gave the name "adjacency" Lto a concept that appeared partially and incidentally in works of previous authors about Vahlen matrices (see for instance [2, Lemma 2.6], or [10, proof of Theorem 18.5]), and that later played a great role in my own research.
Definition. Two elements a and b of Lip(V , q) are said to be adjacent if at least one of these four conditions is fulfilled:
Whenever two elements are said to be adjacent, it must be understood that they are already assumed to be lipschitzian. When n 2, every element of C 0 (V , q) proves to be adjacent to every element of C 1 (V , q An adjacency is said to be trivial if at least one term is 0, and allows the other term to be any element of Lip(V , q). In a non-trivial adjacency, both terms have different parities. Although here we do not need this piece of information, I recall that there are five types of non-trivial adjacency. The adjacency is complete if all four conditions are fulfilled; it is easy to prove (with the help of Proposition 4.1 below) that an adjacency involving two invertible elements is always complete. The adjacency is based on the first element (resp. the second element) if only the conditions (a) and (c) (resp. (b) and (d)) are fulfilled. It is an adjacency on the left side (resp. right side) if only the conditions (a) and (b) (resp. (c) and (d)) are fulfilled. For instance if z is an isotropic vector, the adjacency of z and xz is complete if x is invertible and orthogonal to z; it is based on z if x is isotropic and orthogonal to z; it is an adjacency on the left side if x is not orthogonal to z.
The above definition is justified by the theorems that it allows to state, in particular the following three theorems (see [7, §8] ). These theorems suggest another definition.
Definition. Let S be a lipschitzian subspace, and adj(S) the subset of all elements adjacent to all elements of S. Either adj(S) = 0, and then S is said to be singular; or adj(S) is another lipschitzian subspace, and then S is said to be regular. The subset of all regular lipschitzian subspaces of dimen-
. The subset of all singular lipschitzian subspaces is denoted by L (4) 
When S is spanned by a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k , Theorem 2.1 implies that adj(S) is the intersection of all the subspaces adj(a i ) with i = 1, 2, . . . ,k.
We know that S is regular if dim(S) 2. Besides, if S is regular, dim(S) n; consequently when n = 3, both C p (V , q) (for p = 0, 1) are singular lipschitzian subspaces. If S is a regular lipschitzian subspace of dimension 3, the dimension of adj(S) is 1. Finally, if S is singular, its dimension is 3, and it remains singular in C (W ,q) for every enlargement; indeed if P is a plane contained in S, you get the same plane adj(P ) in C (V , q) and in C (W ,q), this plane adj(P ) contains adj(S), which consequently is reduced to {0} also in C (W ,q).
It is already clear that L k (V , q) is not empty for k = 1, 2, . . . ,n, but it is far from being clear that all elements of L (4) 
is a projective line; and if n = 1, the mapping adj merely permutes the two elements of
adj(S) is a line and M = adj(adj(S)). But this is not true if
k 2 and n 3. Indeed if L is a lipschitzian line, L is contained in the element adj(a) of L n (V , q) if
and only if a is a nonzero element of adj(L) (subspace of dimension n). And if P is a lipschitzian plane, P is contained in the element adj(a) of L n (V , q) if and only if a is a nonzero element of adj(P ) (subspace of dimension 2). All this information allows us to find the dimensions of all manifolds
L k (V , q).
Proposition 2.4. Here are the dimensions of the manifolds
Proof. The equality (2.1) follows from Proposition 1.4. The bijection adj :
, and that the subspaces of dimension k in a space of dimension n constitute a Grassmann manifold of dimension
, and let us consider the manifold made of all couples (P , M) where
Even if Lip 0 (V , q) and Lip 1 (V , q) were considered as abstract algebraic manifolds (I mean, without their embedding into the spaces C p (V , q)) the concept of lipschitzian subspace would be still meaningful provided we knew the submanifold of Lip 0 (V , q) × Lip 1 (V , q) made of all couples (a, b) of adjacent elements; indeed Theorem 2.2 would allow us to test whether two lipschitzian elements are in a lipschitzian subspace.
This section ends with a corollary of Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 2.5. If z is a nonzero vector, and H a hyperplane of V supplementary to z, then adj(z) is the subspace
spanned by 1 and all products xz with x ∈ H.
has dimension n, all its elements have been found. 2
When z is isotropic, the proof of Corollary 2.5 would be very difficult without the help of Theorem 2.1, because an equality like z = ya or z = ay (with y ∈ V and a ∈ C (V , q)) does not imply that a is lipschitzian; for instance if x, x , x are linearly independant in H , then 1 + zxx x is not lipschitzian (remember Eq. (1.1)) although z = z(1 + zxx x ).
Lipschitzian subspaces containing 1
Every lipschitzian subspace S containing 1 is contained in C 2 0 (V , q). Indeed for every a ∈ S there is a nonzero element that is adjacent both to 1 and to a (Theorem 2.2), this element is a vector z 
In Section 6, these results will be extended to lipschitzian subspaces that do not contain 1, by means of a Lipschitz group which acts transitively on Lip(V , q) minus {0}. Beforehand I recall some facts about Lipschitz groups.
Lipschitz groups
Let σ be the parity automorphism of C (V , q), that is the automorphism that maps every x ∈ V to −x, and let ρ be the reversion, that is the anti-automorphism that maps every x ∈ V to itself.
The next proposition is an immediate consequence of the definition of Lip(V , q).

Proposition 4.1. If b belongs to Lip(V , q), then ρ(b) belongs to it, b commutes with ρ(b), bρ(b) belongs to K and bxρ(b) belongs to V for all x ∈ V .
Consequently the elements g of Lip(V , q) such that gρ(g) = 0 constitute a group G Lip(V , q) (called the Lipschitz group) and there is a morphism from this group into GL(V ) (the group of all linear transformations of V ) which maps every g ∈ G Lip 0 (V , q) to the transformation x → gxg −1 , and every g ∈ G Lip 1 (V , q) to the transformation x → −gxg −1 . The determinant of this linear transformation is 1 or −1 according to the parity of g. The following theorem is valid even if the dimension of V is infinite (see [7] or [8] ).
Theorem 4.2. A linear transformation f of V is the image of some element of G Lip(V , q) if and only if it
satisfies these three properties:
A subspace N of V is said to be orthogonally closed if the inclusion N ⊂ N ⊥⊥ is an equality; I recall that N ⊥ = N ⊥⊥⊥ for every subspace. If the subspaces N and N are orthogonally closed with finite codimensions, all subspaces containing N ∩ N are orthogonally closed with finite codimensions. The property (i) implies that Ker( f − id) ⊂ Im( f − id) ⊥ , and this inclusion is an equality whenever Ker(q) = 0; consequently the condition (iii) disappears when Ker(q) = 0. I recall that Ker(q) is the subspace of all x ∈ V ⊥ such that q(x) = 0; the inclusion Ker(q) ⊂ V ⊥ is always an equality when K is a field of characteristic = 2. The property (ii) allows to define the determinant of f even when dim(V ) is infinite. When dim(V ) is finite (as it is here in all other sections), the condition (ii) disappears and the condition (iii) is equivalent to
When q is not assumed to be nondegenerate, the Lipschitz group G Lip(V , q) may be different from the Clifford group GC (V , q). In the last version (about 1960), GC (V , q) is the subset of all invertible, even or odd elements c of C (V , q) such that cV c −1 = V . In the preceding version (for instance in [1] ) the words "even or odd"
were not yet present; here they are indispensable since I wish to associate with c the transformation x → cxc −1 or x → −cxc −1 according to the parity of c, as I did it above for the elements of G Lip(V , q). For every c ∈ GC (V , q) there is in G Lip(V , q) an element g of the same parity as c such that cxc −1 = gxg −1 for all x ∈ V (see [7, §5] 
. And for almost all c ∈ GC (V , q) it is false that cρ(c) ∈ K (compare with Proposition 4.1). These embarrassing facts do not encourage people using GC (V , q) to forsake the assumption that q be nondegenerate; this assumption ensures that GC (V , q) = G Lip (V , q) .
This section ends with some properties of G Lip(V , q) that are needed in the next section; they involve interior products a in which is a linear form on V , and a an element of C (V , q).
Proposition 4.3.
For every ∈ V * there is a linear mapping a → a from C (V , q) into itself satisfying these two properties: Proof. It suffices to prove that (
this is a vector in W because gρ(g) is a scalar, and g vρ(g) is a vector; since it belongs also to (x 1 , . . . , x k ) with another basis of N for which these equalities are true.
The group G Lip(V
Let q be the nondegenerate quadratic form on V * ⊕ V defined by q ( , x) = (x) + q(x); it is a hyperbolic quadratic form because V * ⊕ V contains the totally isotropic subspace V * of dimension 1 2 dim(V * ⊕ V ). 
all the products with j r n span the subalgebra C (V , q); since the vectors e n+1 , . . . , e 2n are isotropic and pairwise orthogonal, all the products with j r > n span the left ideal generated by V * . This proves the beginning of Theorem 5.5. The algebra morphism from
injective because the source is a simple algebra; it is bijective because the source and the target have the same dimension 4
n . It remains to prove that the difference between ( , x)a and a + xa, that is a − a, belongs to the left ideal generated by V * . According to Proposition 4.3, for every
α where is the linear form on V * ⊕ V defined by (m, y) → (y) for all m ∈ V * and y ∈ V . If we replace α with a ∈ C (V , q), we find that a − σ (a) = a; consequently a − a belongs to the left ideal generated by V * . 2
The operation of an element γ ∈ C (V * ⊕ V , q ) on the space C (V , q) is denoted by R γ ; thus R ( ,x) (a) = a + xa for all ∈ V * and x ∈ V .
Theorem 5.2. Let a be a nonzero element of Lip(V , q). The mapping ξ → R ξ (a) maps V * ⊕ V onto adj(a).
For every nonzero b ∈ adj(a), there is an invertible ξ ∈ V * ⊕ V such that b = R ξ (a).
Proof. Let us set ξ = ( , x), and a = gx 1 x 2 . . . x k as in Proposition 4.5, because the case of an invertible a is still easier. As explained just after Proposition 4.5, I can legitimately assume (x i ) = 0 if i 2; I set λ = ± (x 1 ) with the sign ± that corresponds to the parity of g. The equality g = zg comes from Proposition 4.4. Thus we find this value of b = R ξ (a):
The factor λg + (x + z)gx 1 is lipschitzian because it is equal to (λ + (x + z)x 1 )g if x 1 = gx 1 g −1 ; therefore b is lipschitzian. When λ = 0, then b = (x + z)a. And when λ = 0, then a = ±λ −1 bx 1 . Therefore a and b are adjacent. Thus we have found a linear mapping V * ⊕ V → adj(a); the dimension of its image is n; let T be its kernel. Since R ξ is a bijective operator when ξ is invertible, T is a totally isotropic subspace of V * ⊕ V , and its dimension is also n. Consequently both the kernel and the image have dimension n, and the image is adj(a). Conversely if b is a given nonzero element of adj(a), we can write b = R ξ (a) for some ξ ∈ V * ⊕ V . If ξ is not invertible, it cannot be orthogonal to all elements of the kernel T , because T ⊥ = T and ξ / ∈ T ; if an element ζ ∈ T is not orthogonal to ξ , then ξ + ζ is invertible and maps a to b. 2 (a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a r ) of nonzero lipschitzian elements (with r 1) such that a 0 = a, a r = 1, and a i−1 is adjacent to a i for i = 1, 2, . . . , r; even if a needs generators 1 + xy of the third kind (with q(x) = q( y) = b q (x, y) = 0), there is no problem since x = x(1 + xy) = (1 + xy)x; it follows that a is in the same orbit as 1. Finally let us suppose that a and b are adjacent and = 0; therefore b = R ξ (a) for some ξ ∈ V * ⊕ V ; Some lemmas are still needed for effective applications of these theorems. They involve
Lemma 5.4. For every f ∈ GL(V ), there is an element γ ∈ G Lip(V * ⊕ V , q ) that satisfies these two prop-
erties: firstly R γ respects the filtration of C (V , q) by the subspaces C k (V , q), and thus induces a linear transformation of (V ); secondly this linear transformation of (V ) is equal to ( f ).
Proof. The group GL(V ) is generated by the linear transformations f such that Ker( f − id) has codimension 1. Every such transformation f comes from a couple ( , z) ∈ V * × V that allows to write f (x) = x + (x)z for all x ∈ V ; the bijectiveness of f requires (z) = −1; and Ker( f − id) = Ker( ). Let Consequently γ has the required properties. 2
The case n = 3 requires particular attention, because it is the lowest value of n for which L (4) (V , q) is not empty. The group G Lip 0 (V * ⊕ V , q ) acts on the space C 0 (V , q) ; we are interested in the image of the resulting morphism G Lip 0 (V * ⊕ V , q ) → GL (C 0 (V , q) ). The source and the target have the same dimension 16. This morphism is not injective when the characteristic of K is = 2, because Remember that 1 is an element of 1 (C 0 (V , q)), and that the unit element of an exterior algebra is always denoted by 1 (see Section 1). 
Proof.
there is a basis (e 1 (4) (V , q) of maximal totally isotropic subspaces; if the characteristic of K is = 2, every orthogonal transformation of determinant −1 permutes them. But a transformation R γ (with γ ∈ G Lip 0 (V * ⊕ V , q )) never permutes them, because it respects adjacency (see Theorem 5.3) and cannot map a regular Lipschitzian subspace to a singular one. When K is the field of all real numbers, on one side the group G Lip 0 (V * ⊕ V , q ) has two connected components, on the other side the group that leaves Lip 0 (V , q) invariant has eight connected components because the hyperbolic quadratic form h may be mapped to −h; it is not easy to guess which are the two components containing all R γ even if we know that every R γ maps h to (γρ(γ )) −1 h. When n 5, the problem is quite different since the elements of L n (V , q) and L (4) (V , q) have different dimensions.
Consequences
The transitive action of GLip(V * ⊕ V , q ) on Lip(V , q) \ {0} allows us to generalize the partial results of Section 3, because its action respects adjacency. In this section we assume n 3, and the lower index p is always a given parity.
Theorem 6.1. Every element of L (4) (V , q) has dimension 4.
Theorem 6.2. Every element S of
This theorem allows us to find the dimension of the manifold L (4) (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) is a basis of V : M = adj(e 1 e 2 e 3 ), and Q = C 0 (U , q) if U is the subspace spanned by (e 3 , e 4 , e 5 ). 2 
satisfying this property: a plane P is contained in Q if and only if the plane adj(P ) is contained in
Proof. Because of Theorem 6.5, it suffices to prove the existence of Adj(Q ) for one element of L (4) (V , q) ;
, and the equality adj(Q ) = 0 (which means that Q is singular) implies Adj(Q ) = adj(P ) ⊕ adj(P ). The dimension of M ∩ Q is never equal to 2; consequently it is equal to 3 if and only if M ∩ Q contains a plane P . The inclusion Because of Theorem 6.5, it suffices to prove this assertion for one particular Q ∈ L (4) (V , q) .
The following lemma settles the problem. Proof. Let (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) be a basis of V such that η = e 1 ∧ e 2 ∧ e 3 . A straightforward calculation (using Proposition 4.1) shows that ψ establishes a duality between the basis (1, e 1 e 2 , e 1 e 3 , e 2 e 3 ) of C 0 (V , q) and the basis (−e 1 e 2 e 3 , e 3 , −e 2 , e 1 ) of C 1 (V , q): (V , q) ; this hyperplane contains adj(a), and is even equal to adj(a) since it has the same dimension. 2
Maximal totally isotropic subspaces
Theorem 5.2 was concerned with the image adj(a) of the mapping ξ → R ξ (a); now we consider its kernel T . The proof of Theorem 5.2, also proved that T was a maximal totally isotropic subspace.
Thus we have defined a mapping τ from L
Conversely, for every T ∈ T (V , q), the subset of all a ∈ C (V , q) such that R ξ (a) = 0 for all ξ ∈ T , is a line. Indeed the left ideal generated by T in C (V * ⊕ V , q ) has dimension 2 n (2 n − 1); this follows from Theorem 5.1 when T = V * , and the argument holds for every T ∈ T (V , q), because q induces a duality between T and every supplementary subspace. Moreover the dimension of a left ideal in End(C (V , q)) is equal to 2 n r for some r ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 n }, and its annihilator in C (V , q) is a subspace of codimension r; whence a subspace of dimension 1 if r = 2 n − 1. The group G Lip(V * ⊕ V , q ) acts on the space V * ⊕ V by means of orthogonal transformations (see Theorem 4.2); consequently it acts on the set T (V , q), and it is well known that its action on T (V , q) is transitive. This group also acts on C (V , q) by means of the operators R γ , and we know that is acts transitively on L 
All these facts prove the next theorem.
Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 7.2 just below are well known when q is the null quadratic form on V ; despite great discrepancies in the notation, in the terminology and in the organization of the argument, they recall the theory of "pure spinors" presented in [1, Chapter III]. Chevalley's "pure spinors" in C (V , 0) were products of scalars, vectors and exponentials of bivectors; since the exponential of a bivector i x i y i in the commutative algebra C 0 (V , 0) is the product of the factors 1 + x i y i , the set of all "pure spinors" coincides with the neutral Lipschitz monoid Lip(V , 0). Eighty years earlier, Lipschitz did not realize that he used neutral exponentials of bivectors, since he determined the wanted elements by a quite different property: their coordinates were the pfaffians of the 2 n−1 skew symmetric matrices of even order extracted from some skew symmetric matrix of order n (see [10, Chapter 18] , the pfaffian chart). This fact might explain why Chevalley (who never mentioned Lipschitz in [1] ) was not aware of invading Lipschitz's domain. Anyhow, it is astonishing that some theorems (like Theorem 7.1) are well known only when q is the null form, whereas other theorems (like Theorem 4.2) are well known only when q is nondegenerate, although those hypotheses are both superfluous.
Proposition 7.2. The image of the group
G Lip(V , q) in T (V , q) is the subset of all T ∈ T (V , q) that are supplementary to V in V * ⊕ V . If a line L ∈ L 1 (V , q)
is spanned by a non-invertible element a, the intersection of τ (L)
and V is the subspace of all x ∈ V such that xa = 0.
Proof. When the line L is spanned by
When the line L is spanned by a lipschitzian a that is not invertible, from Proposition 4.5 we know that a = x 1 x 2 . . . x r g for some r 1, some g ∈ G Lip(V , q), and some isotropic and pairwise orthogonal vectors x 1 , . . . , x r ; the subspace spanned by these vectors is the subspace of all x ∈ V such that xa = 0.
This equality is equivalent to R x (a) = 0 and means that x belongs to τ (L) ∩ V . 2
The following propositions show that the bijection τ : L 1 (V , q) → T (V , q) strongly relates the geometry of L 1 (V , q) with that of T (V , q). Up to isomorphy, the quadratic space (V * ⊕ V , q ) does not depend on q; indeed it is hyperbolic for every q. Since the geometry of T (V , q) does not depend on q, neither does the geometry of Lip(V , q). This independence agrees with the invariance property of Lipschitz monoids, and confirms that here no hypothesis restraining the choice of q may be relevant. is determined by a subspace of dimension 3 in Q , a singular isomorphism induces a bijection between the lines of Q (resp. Q ) and the hyperplanes of Q (resp. Q ); therefore it is sensible to imagine that it might result from a nondegenerate bilinear mapping 
Remark. The totally isotropic subspaces
by definition, when the elements a i (resp a j ) are in Q (resp. Q ),
If you wonder about the signs ± in the right hand member of (8. 
The pair (λψ, μω) determines the same Ψ if and only if λ 2 μ = 1; consequently every pair (λψ, λ −2 ω) is here strictly equivalent to the pair (ψ, ω). If K is the field R of real numbers, the spaces Q and Q are oriented by the half lines that contain all λ −2 ω and all λ −2 ω . 
All the conclusions follow from this 
If u is a decomposable bivector in
. Such a linear bijection extends to an algebra isomorphism 0 (P ) → 0 (adj(P ))
by means of the identity mapping on 0 (P ) = 0 (adj(P )). 
Further consequences
According to Theorem 9.3, there is an isomorphism Φ P : 0 (P ) → 0 (adj(P )) for every P ∈ L 2 (V , q). Can we extend these isomorphisms Φ P to isomorphisms 0 (S) → 0 (S ) involving larger subspaces S and S ? Actually we can extend them to isomorphisms 0 (Q ) → 0 (Adj(Q )) involving all Q ∈ L (4) (V , q) ; but since these extensions are singular isomorphisms (according to the explanations of Section 8), it is impossible to find further extensions. Because of Proposition 8.2, it is clear that Ψ Q maps 0 (P ) to 0 (adj(P )); we must still prove that Ψ Q induces the correct bijection 2 (P ) → 2 (adj(P )). Because of the transitive action of G Lip(V * ⊕ V , q ) on L (4) (V , q) it suffices to prove Theorem 10.1 when Q = C 0 (U , q) for some subspace U of dimension 3 in V . Consequently it suffices to examine the case n = 3. such that R γ (P ) = P ; because of the following lemma, the relevance of Ψ for one plane P implies its relevance for all other planes. Proof. It suffices to prove that for every ξ ∈ V * ⊕ V , for every u ∈ 2 (C 0 (V , q)) and every v ∈ 2 (C 1 (V , q) The calculation of R ξ was needed in the proof of Lemma 5.7, to show that the determinants of the mappings C 0 (V , q) → C 1 (V , q) and C 1 (V , q) → C 0 (V , q) induced by R ξ were both equal to q (ξ ) 2 .
Here we need this calculation for another purpose. We consider these bases of 2 (C 0 (V , q)) and 2 (C 1 (V , q)):
( These facts prove the wanted equalities.
It is not necessary to undertake another calculation for the case (x) = 0; indeed the subset of all ( , x) such that (x) = 0 is dense in V * ⊕ V ; when K is an infinite field, this is true for the topology of Zariski, and when K is a finite field, we can proceed to a preliminary infinite extension of the basic field. This argument completes the proof of Lemma 10.3, and consequently the proof of Lemma 10.2 and Theorem 10.1 too. 2
